Numerical analysis of electrophoretic protein patterns of 'Achromobacter' group B, E and F strains from human blood.
Thirty-two clinical strains representing 'Achromobacter' groups B, E and F were characterized by one-dimensional SDS-PAGE of cellular proteins. All the strains were isolated from blood samples from hospital patients in the United Kingdom. The protein patterns, which contained 40 to 45 discrete bands, were highly reproducible and were used as the basis for a numerical analysis which included all the protein bands. The 32 'Achromobacter' strains formed two clusters at the 77% S level. The first, phenon 1, included the 28 group B and the two group E strains and the second, phenon 2, contained the two strains of group F. The strains in each phenon were characterized by a clearly distinct pattern of protein bands. Phenon 1 could be further divided at the 87% S level into three subphenons which correlated with differences in the principal bands found between 40.0 and 42.5 kD. Strains of group E clustered with group B strains from which they could not be distinguished by protein patterns. We conclude that high resolution PAGE combined with computerized analysis of protein patterns provides a useful method for the classification of this group of bacteria. Reference strains of each of the PAGE types identified are available from NCTC for inclusion in future studies.